Introduction. There is educational process is
efford to the intellectual, comprehensive
development of young people, in expanding
their outlook in medical colleges, but the cultural and
spiritual areas of the future nurse also need attention.
The enrichment of ideas about folk traditions, customs,
the history of the native land, life, Ukrainian folklore,
which is the basis of intelligence, the general level of
erudition, the ability to respond to the challenges of
contemporary reality, forms the cultural competence
of future nurses. The problem of the future nurse
cultural competence forming by means of
ethnography becomes of particular relevance in the
development of Ukrainian statehood. Improving the
training and education quality of health care
professionals needs of the psychological and
pedagogical principles of the educational institutions activities revision, the introduction of modern concepts and approaches, strengthening the emphasis on the formation of students professional culture. Nowadays our lives need the preparation of a creative, active and culturally competent medical workers, who can focusing on the future while at the same time respect and enrich the historical and cultural heritage of the people. After all, there is only that generation is able to reproduce cultural and historical traditions and customs, to create new cultural values, to establish new cultural ideals whose worldview is formed on the knowledge of the national culture.

The effectiveness of the professional future nurses activity depends not only on the formation of their basic knowledge, skills and abilities, but also on the degree of their creative implementation. Today is the problem of the future nurses’ cultural competence formation by means of culture and ethnography is becoming especially important, because it is up to them the formation of the future elites of our state, the true citizens, who respect and continue folk customs and traditions, understand the folk art, cultivate their lives and strive for their own creativity.

The scientific basis for solving the problem is the researches in the medical field (S. Honcharenko, O. Humenyuk, I. Krynytska, A. Markovich, etc.) and psychological sciences (B. Ananiev, I. Bech, V. Vronskaya, O. Leontiev, S. Rubinstein and others), humanitarian disciplines (N. Bibik, N. Voloshina, M. Valushenko, etc.), professional education (O. Leontiev, Yu. Lavrish, E. Milleryan, K. Platonov, N. Nichkhalo, S. Sysoev), pedagogics of culture (O. Volosovets, M. Demianchuk, E. Kryvenko, T. Zakusylova, I. Makhnovska, etc.).

There are many means of forming cultural competence of the personality. One of the most effective means of this process is cultural studies and ethnology, which we regard as the totality of the science foundations about the modern and past people, its national character, psychology, pedagogy, cultural-historical, creative traditions, customs and ordinances, crafts, etc. The problem of youth cultural competence formation by means of culture and ethnography was considered in the writings by A. Arnoldov, L. Bujeva, I. Kefeli, I. Lutska, V. Maslova, A. Popova, R. Rosina, N. Serdyuk and others. The works of V. Safonov, L. Tsurikov, and others are devoted to the introduction of culturological material in the context of the dialogue of cultures and civilizations. There are theoretical analysis and methodological substantiation of the content, methods, pedagogical conditions of culturological preparation of the future specialist was carried out in works by V. Danylichenko, M. Buligina, T. Ivanova, E. Yemelina, L. Nastenko, Y. Yurchenko and others.

The purpose of the article is to determine the criteria and levels of the development of cultural competence of future nurses.

The presenting main material. However, despite of the considerable interest of scientists in the question of the formation of cultural culture, values, aesthetic worldview, the taste of youth, the use of culture and ethnography in the educational process in order to form cultural competence of future nurses was not the subject of scientific research.

We defined the notion of competence as the ability of a person to effective carry out the activity involving the possession of knowledge, skills and abilities, and enables their use in terms of successfully solving problems.

The concept of culturological competence is interpreted by us as a collection of knowledge about culture in the broad and narrow sense of the word, which allows us to create a coherent picture of the world and indicate the role of a discipline that helps to clarify this picture, allows us to determine the place of a person in the world and ways of changing the world based on the knowledge gained [6; 2].

As a part of the professional-personal development of a specialist with higher education, it belongs to the category of “culturological competence” of N. Chigina. She understands the set of personal characteristics as culturological competence, the unity which allows a person to have knowledge in various fields of spiritual culture of mankind; to feel the object of the cultural-historical process in the modern world; be capable of reflection, communicate with other people, operating on realities, customs, images of not only their people, but also other people of Earth; to understand the regularities of the development of culture as a process of creation, conservation and translation of universal values [8, 11] In this case, the researcher is not limited to particular branches or specialties.

The process of forming of the future nurse cultural competence by means of culture and ethnography is considered by us as a complex integrated process aimed at the motives understanding, the needs of professional medical practice, the effective use of culture and ethnography using, which involves cultural knowledge, skills, the formation of culturological judgments, feelings, values, ideals, behavior, a certain creative experience and allows person to successfully apply the means of culture and ethnology in the labor force.

Before we consider the criteria of the cultural competence development of the future nurse by means of culture and ethnology (integral-ideological, emotional-sensory, cognitive-activity, research-creative, analytical-productive), we will analyze the concept of "criterion".
The term “criterion” comes from the Greek word and it is explained as a sign, according to which the evaluation is carried out, a classification is carried out, that is, a measure of evaluation [1].

Criteria are the qualities, properties and features of the object under study, which make it possible to assess its condition and level of functioning and development [3]. Each criterion includes more detailed units of measure are indicators; thus the notion of “criterion” is wider than the concept of “indicator”. Speaking as component elements of the criterion, the indicators explain it, specify, detail it. The term “indicator” is interpreted as a qualitative or quantitative characteristic of the formation of each quality, that is, the measure of the formation of a particular criterion [5].

We propose to consider the criteria as the highest levels, the ideal levels of the future nurse cultural competence formation by means of culture and ethnography, and the indicators, as its separate manifestations, elements. So, we can consider each of the defined criteria.

The integral philosophical criterion reflects the awareness level of the future nurse in the culturological sphere, which is characterized by a certain degree of cultural consciousness formation, maturity of judgments, the presence of certain cultural ideals, culture knowledge, philosophical means of culture; creating conditions for personal development and creative self-development. This criterion is characterized by the formation level of medical students of aesthetic feelings, behavior culture and observance of rules in communication, clothes, everyday life; the ability to perceive and give a positive assessment to the folk art works, the presence of students desire to expand their horizons and raise the cultural competence level by means of ethnography; possession of history, folklore, Ukrainian traditions, customs, pedagogy of folk calendar by students’ ethno-cultural knowledge; the need to form the young people cognitive interest in the study and enrichment of the cultural heritage of their native people.

Emotional sensory criterion involves the formation of personality-professional qualities and aesthetic feelings of future nurses; the value awareness of culturological knowledge, skills, and their application in the process of cultural competence formation of youth by means of ethnography; knowledge, understanding and perception of world and national culture, history, ethnography, folklore, emotional perception and understanding of folk art works. The emotional sensory criterion is characterized by a certain level of the emotional reaction formation to the use of means of culture and ethnography in the process of cultural competence formation; the discovery of certain cultural values and norms from contemplation of art or aesthetic value works, reading samples of oral folk art; the ability to analyze the essence of culture, its place and role in the society, to identify the main interrelated sides, culture aspects; developed by creative imagination and intuition, the system of aesthetic senses presence, aesthetic taste, values, ability to provide an educational assessment of objects, reality, facts, phenomena, the of harmonious development implementation of personality means of culture and ethnography in the process of cultural competence forming.

The cognitive activity criterion is characterized by the medical nurse’s arsenal using of necessary professional knowledge, skills in the process of cultural competence formation by means of culture and ethnography; the presence of the forms, methods, cultural needs, abilities knowledge, the skillful using of the cultural studies and ethnography means in the labor activity; the desire for self-realization in professional activity; the need for self-education and the cultural competence level raising.

The indicated criterion provides the ability to apply theoretical knowledge, skills, use of means of cultural studies and ethnography means in professional medical practice; the behavior culture formation, business and everyday etiquette; the formation of the tolerant and respectful attitude towards culture, customs, traditions, the history of its people and other peoples; the student nurse individual development, creative abilities, provision of conditions for its self-realization (ensembles, collectives, choruses, sections, circles).

The research-creative criterion is characterized by the nurses presence of the necessary professional knowledge, skills for creative professional activity and the formation of cultural competence of nurses by means of culture and ethnography; the need for continuous creative development; creative means of culture and ethnography using during studying and extra-curricular time; creative self-expression, originality in the performance of work, improvement of cultural abilities, creative approach to professional activity; their own original techniques design for the formation of cultural competence by means of cultural studies and ethnology; motivation and involvement of young people in independent research and creative activity on the formation of cultural competence through means of cultural studies and ethnography [4, 170]. This criterion predicts the students involving in research activities; organization of ethnographic intelligence, communication with old-timers for the purpose of culture studying; preparation of scientific reports and conducting researches of cultural orientation; participation in conferences and seminars, etc.
Creativity is the individual way of existence: personality can occur only in creativity. Creativity is the individual activity, in which the activity and behavior are merged. The activity becomes creative, when the person performs it consciously and interested. The future nurse creative activity is characterized by the goals harmony, motives, methods, since in the individual sets goals the creative activity, selects the means, exercises control, assesses, based on their interests and needs, which makes the most distinctive features of the person appear in the work.

An analytical and productive criterion is characterized by the ability to carry out by future medical nurses analysis, generalization, control, self-control, evaluation of the process and results of the cultural competence formation; the ability to draw conclusions about the errors presence in the process of cultural competence formation of youth and to choose a strategy for their correction. An analytical and productive criterion is determined by the criticality of judgments about the own level of the formation of culturological competence, the self-assessment of creative achievements, the ability to self-knowledge, self-education, self-affirmation, professional self-improvement, reflexive analysis of means of culture and ethnography, and the selection of the most optimal methods and forms in the process of forming cultural competence in professional activity.

The formation of cultural competence of future nurses by means of cultural studies and ethnography is the multilevel complex process. Based on the criteria, it is expedient to do the levels allocate. We have identified the following levels: intuitive-reproductive, constructive-search, creative and creative. We can consider each of them.

The intuitional and reproductive level of the future nurses cultural competence formation is characterized by superficially intuitive students representations about professional activity, cultural competence, the use of culture and ethnography in the educational process.

Students carry out a cultural evaluation of objects, phenomena, reality under the influence of the thoughts of others; the well-known examples of cultural values and means of culture and ethnography, do not independently reveal a special interest in the culture of the people and other peoples of the world, to the folk art works and the cultural competence formation by means of culture and ethnography, can apply only the methods proposed by the teacher known practices, perform tasks according to the model. Students almost do not use the acquired knowledge while studying psycho-pedagogical and humanitarian disciplines; having the culture and traditions elementary knowledge. The constructive-search level of the formation of cultural competence of nurses, in contrast to the previous, is characterized by persistent professional interests. The knowledge gained during the study of psychological, pedagogical and humanitarian disciplines, knowledge, skills and abilities are used in practice, students try to comprehensively understand beauty in all its manifestations, capable of emotional experience and cultural assessment of objects, phenomena, environment, means of culture and ethnography, have good knowledge. about beautiful and ugly, about the laws of beauty, about the development of folk culture, culturology, know and understand the forms and types of cultures and civilizations, the main cultural and historical centers and regions of the world, the truth tory and the laws of their functioning and development; give examples of cultural values, have their own priorities in their choice, can justify their own opinion of choice, but they can not fully evaluate themselves and their own forces critically.

The creative level of the cultural competence formation is inherent in students who have deep and solid knowledge about cultural values, ideals, the of culture and ethnography using, are competent to use the cultural heritage; to establish national, cultural, social and religious tolerance (tolerance to other people’s opinions, beliefs, and behavior) [7, 14] as a natural norm of social consciousness; have their own opinions and are able to argue about the effectiveness of their choices, have a non-standard, creative thinking, a rich cultural outlook, cultivate their lives and lives; have creative possibilities for independent creation of aesthetically valuable things; develop creative abilities in the independent creation of culturological values; they are in the constant cultural search.

Conclusions. Thus, we have identified and characterized the criteria and levels formation of the future nurses cultural competence by means of culture and ethnography. The level of culturological competence formation is closely linked to the man general cultural level. The culturological competence takes place in the future nurses creative activity process, in their relation to the surrounding world, cultural heritage, traditions, etc. A qualitative of the criteria and levels analysis of cultural competence formation allows us to conclude that the cultural competence formation in the process of cultural studies and ethnology at medical colleges contributes to the training of highly skilled medical workers.

Prospects for further research in this direction. There were formulated peculiarities of cultural education of students, the principles of education require additional experimental research and testing.
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"Культура може називатися високою, якщо навіть вона не створила техніки або скульптури, але її так не назуєт, якщо їй не вистачає милосердя".
Йохан Хейзінга
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